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The article covers the functions of fantastic elements in the small prose of modern Ukrainian writer Lyubov Ponomarenko on the material of the books “Blue Apple for Ilonka” (2012) and “Nehvoroshch” (2015). One of the defining features of the author’s style is the writer’s active use in her works of fantastic elements that perform various functions: actualize certain problems, enrich the idea and visualize the images of the heroes. The fantastic decomposition is often exploited at the plot level that reveals the psychological state, mood, feeling, perception of the hero: a reproach to the conscience of a woman who accuses herself of the death of her husband who was cursed by her ("Nothing has Happened"), the self-confidence of mother’s love, who after death cares about her son (“Do not Throw Me in the Field”), loneliness and helplessness of an old woman, despoised by his own son and grandchildren (“Domaha and a Stone”). A fantastic beginning can be produced by an impressionist solution, reflecting the inner drama of the characters: the girl is going through a forced separation with her friend, an invalid, as a blame, a betrayal, and because of this, Nika sees an unnaturally big figure of the guy in the window (“Snow will Hear You”); an obsessive sense of guilt for the death of a person causes the emergence of a surrealistic picture-an imaginary return of the main hero in time, to return a beloved to life in any way, so Mrs Logvin’s consciousness, embodied in the allegorical images of the eight halves-girls with disabilities, plays several parallel help scenarios (“Two in the Well”). The fantastic gothic-romantic image of the dead girl who gives flowers at the winter station, sets the vector of the plot in the novel “Shouted the Train to Night”, actualizing the idea of condemning a pragmatic society. The interaction of the real and the fantastic determines the course of events in the work “The Earth’s Heart”: the tiredness of the hero for the unusual, which is absorbed by the routine, makes him communicate Owl with. Fantastic elements produce the original sound of the traditional patriotic idea (“Whispers”, “Unborn”).

So, the fantastic elements perform different functions in the small prose of Lyubov Ponomarenko. A fantastic beginning, intertwining with the realistic, contributes to the production of a specific artistic world according to the canons of bizarre prose. There are often exploit a fantastic, surrealistic, enriching solution in the novels that embodies the idea of work. And doing this, the author often exploits the motive of resurrecting the dead, actualizing the problem of sin and redemption in a personal and universal dimension. Impressionist paintings in novels usually take on a fantastic dimension, reflecting the mood, psychological state, experiences, and self-reflection of the characters. Thus, fantastic elements play an important role in the works by L. Ponomarenko, diversify the arsenal of artistic techniques and tools, giving an originality to the author’s style.
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